
P2 Out In The Garden 

 

 

Following on from our song and work on ‘minibeasts,’ we are going to learn a new song about all the places in 

a garden that we may spot a minibeast; underneath a stone, round flowerpots, underneath a pail, sitting on 

leaves or a flower, or perhaps you have a compost heap in the garden? If you don’t have a garden, the next 

time that you are out for a walk, see if you notice any butterflies, wasps, bees or colourful dragonflies resting 

on leaves! 

 

 

1. Listen to the song  ‘Out In The Garden.’ Have fun with the last line of every verse!!! 

Notice that this song does not  have a chorus! Notice too, that every verse starts with the same 

words and that the last line is always the same! There is repetition! 
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2. Now try to follow the words as you listen (see below.) 

3. See if you can join in with the first and last lines of the song. 

4. There are lots of creatures names to remember and fit in, in this song. Take one verse at a time 

and see how well you can remember the words! 

5.  

 

We are now going to listen to a piece of music about flowers dancing. It comes from a BALLET  ( a story told by 

people dancing.) 

 It was written by a very famous Russian composer called Tchaikovsky, and comes from his ballet called ‘The 

Nutcracker.’ The section that we are going to listen to is called ‘Waltz of The Flowers.’ 

 A ‘waltz’ is a dance that has 3 beats in every bar of the music. This music also uses repetition, a musical word 

that you already know! Listen out for the beautiful sounds of the harp very near the beginning. 

 

  https://youtu.be/LKcZL8q1eBw 

 

 

https://youtu.be/LKcZL8q1eBw


 


